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a super-departmental head, lias been that many of departments and their subordinate officers   have   lost the ability  to take a decision  themselves and to the blame if necessary.     The endeavour of some is to try and be safe all the time by referring quite unnecessary matters to the Secretariat.
Within the Secretariat, too, we have noticed the same
desire not to take responsibility. Normally, of all
coming to the Secretariat, not more than 20 to SO per
cent, should reach the Secretary, the rest having been
disposed of by the Assistant or Under-Seeretary and
Deputy Secretary. Here, we are told on good authority,
the proportion of	which reaches the Secretary Is
much larger. The lower officers shudder at the of deciding. Perhaps they feel it might be regarded as presumption taking too much on oneself. Here, too, clear instructions are necessary, in order that the Secretary may not be burdened with unnecessary work and the subordinates be saved avoidable work*
The system of Secretariat work leaves much to be
desired. About a year ago, it was examined in detail by
an expert from Bombay with long experience of Secre
tariat work. He suggested certain	in order to
dKicdnate  waste  of time	energy*   Circulars  were
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